, "Magnetic resonance imaging-based pseudo computed tomography using anatomic signature and joint dictionary learning," J. Med. Imag. 5(3), 034001 (2018), doi: 10.1117/1.JMI.5.3.034001. Abstract. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) provides a number of advantages over computed tomography (CT) for radiation therapy treatment planning; however, MRI lacks the key electron density information necessary for accurate dose calculation. We propose a dictionary-learning-based method to derive electron density information from MRIs. Specifically, we first partition a given MR image into a set of patches, for which we used a joint dictionary learning method to directly predict a CT patch as a structured output. Then a feature selection method is used to ensure prediction robustness. Finally, we combine all the predicted CT patches to obtain the final prediction for the given MR image. This prediction technique was validated for a clinical application using 14 patients with brain MR and CT images. The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), mean absolute error (MAE), normalized cross-correlation (NCC) indices and similarity index (SI) for air, soft-tissue and bone region were used to quantify the prediction accuracy. The mean ± std of PSNR, MAE, and NCC were: 22.4 AE 1.9 dB, 82.6 AE 26.1 HU, and 0.91 AE 0.03 for the 14 patients. The SIs for air, soft-tissue, and bone regions are 0.98 AE 0.01, 0.88 AE 0.03, and 0.69 AE 0.08. These indices demonstrate the CT prediction accuracy of the proposed learning-based method. This CT image prediction technique could be used as a tool for MRI-based radiation treatment planning, or for PET attenuation correction in a PET/MRI scanner.
Magnetic resonance imaging-based pseudo computed tomography using anatomic signature and joint dictionary learning Yang Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has several important advantages over computed tomography (CT) for radiation treatment planning. 1 Chiefly, MRI significantly improves soft-tissue contrast over CT, which increases the accuracy and reliability of target delineation in multiple anatomic sites. A potential treatment planning process incorporating MRI as the sole imaging modality could eliminate systematic MRI-CT coregistration errors, reduce cost, minimize radiation exposure to the patient, and simplify clinical workflow. 2 Despite these advantages, MRI contains neither unique nor quantitative information on electron density, which is needed for accurate dose calculations and generating reference images for patient setup. Therefore, in this proposed MRI-only-based treatment planning process, electron density information that is otherwise obtained from CT must thus be derived from the MRI by synthesizing a so-called pseudo CT (PCT). 3, 4 Accurate methods for estimating PCT from MRI are crucially needed. The existing estimation methods can be broadly classified into the following four categories:
Atlas-based methods: These methods use single or multiple atlases with deformable registrations. [5] [6] [7] [8] They can also incorporate pattern recognition techniques to estimate electron density. 9, 10 The main drawback is that their accuracy depends on that of the intersubject registration. Classification-based methods: These methods first manually or automatically segment MR images into bone, air, fat and soft-tissue classes, and then assign a uniform electron density to each class. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] However, these methods may not reliably be able to differentiate bone from air due to the ambiguous intensity relationship between bone and air using MRI. Sequence-based methods: These methods create PCTs by using intensity information from standard MR, specialized MR sequences such as the ultrashort echo time (UTE), or a combination of the two. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] However, the current image quality of UTE sequences is unsatisfactory for accurate delineation of blood vessels from bone; both similarly appear dark. 14, 25 Learning-based methods: In these methods, a map between CT and MRI is learned by a training data set and then used for predicting PCT for the target MRI. 4, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] Recent work have proposed a Gaussian mixture regression (GMR) method for learning from UTE MR sequences. 19, [33] [34] [35] [36] Due to lack of spatial information, the quality of GMR method was suboptimal. Li et al. 37 proposed convolutional neural networks. Random forests have also been used for learning the map. [38] [39] [40] [41] Huynh et al. 41 used the structural random forest to estimate a PCT image from its corresponding MRI. However, the redundant features often contain several biases, which may affect the training of decision tree and thus cause prediction errors. Recently, another group of learning-based methods are the dictionary-learning-based methods. 3, 42, 43 Andreasen et al. 3 ,42 used a patch-based method to generate PCTs based on conventional T1-weighted MRI sequences. They refined this method for use in MR-based pelvic radiotherapy. Due to the parallelizable iteration, a fast patch-based PCT synthesis accelerated by graphics processing unit (GPU) for PET/MR attenuation correction was proposed. 43 Aouadi et al. 44 proposed a sparse patch-based method applied to MR-only radiotherapy planning.
Since recent dictionary-learning-based methods have not taken into consideration patient-specific features when representing an image patch, the purpose of this work is to address this issue by the following improvement.
1. Position and deformation balance: Three-dimensional (3-D) rotation invariant local binary pattern (3-D RILBP) features are innovatively crafted with multiradii level sensitivity and multiderivate image modeling to balance rigidity of image deformation and sensitivity of small position difference.
Anatomic signature:
A feature selection method is introduced to identify the informative and salient features that are discriminative for clustering bone, air, and soft tissue of each voxel, by minimizing the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) energy function. The identified features, known as the anatomical signature, are used to perform dictionary learning.
3. Joint dictionary learning: To address the challenge of training large amounts of data, for each patch of new arrival MRI, the local self-similarity is applied to restrict the training domain. Then, a joint dictionary learning model is proposed to sparsely represent the new MRI patch by simultaneously training the dictionary of MRI anatomic signature and CT intensity. The alternative direction method (ADM) 45 is introduced to train the coupled dictionaries of MR and CT by feeding both to distributed optimization. The basic pursuit (BP) 46 method combined with well-trained dictionaries is utilized for the sparse representation of a new MRI patch. This paper is organized as follows: we provide an overview of the proposed MRI-based PCT framework in the methods, followed by the details on anatomic signature, construction of the coupled similar patch-based dictionary via joint dictionary learning, and the prediction of target CT by sparse representation reconstruction. We compare state-of-art methods based on dictionary learning with our approach in the results and conclude that our dictionarylearning-based PCT estimation framework could be a useful tool for MRI-based radiation treatment planning for rigid structures.
Methods

System Overview
For a given pair of MR and CT training images, the CT image was used as the regression target of the MRI image. We assumed that the training data have been preprocessed by removing noise and uninformative regions and have been aligned and normalized using mean and standard deviation. In the training stage, for each 3-D patch of MR image, we extracted 3-D RILBP features with multiradii-level sensitivity and multiderivate image modeling including the original MR image and the derivate image filtered through standard deviation and mean filters. The mean and standard filtered images were obtained by assigning each voxel a value corresponding to the mean and standard value of the voxels in a spherical neighborhood around the voxel, respectively. The CT label of each patch's central voxel was obtained using fuzzy C-means labeling. The most informative features corresponding to cluster the labels were identified by an LASSO operator; their statistical discriminative power was evaluated by each one's Fisher's score. 47 For each patch of new arrival MRI, the training data were collected by searching similar neighbors within a bounded region. Then, we used a joint dictionary learning method to simultaneously train the sparse representation dictionary of both anatomic signature and CT intensities within the searched region. Last, the sparse coefficients of this patch were generated by BP 46 methods under the dictionary of MRI features. Finally, we used these coefficients to reconstruct the PCT image under the well-trained dictionary of CT. A brief workflow of our method is shown in Fig. 1. 
Preprocessing
A rigid intrasubject registration was used to align each pair of brain CT and MR images of the same subject. All pairs were aligned onto a common space by applying a rigid-body intersubject registration. All the training pairs were further registered to a new test MR image. We performed denoising, inhomogeneity correction, and histogram matching for MR images. To reduce the computational cost of training the models, a mask was performed by removing the most useless regions, i.e., the air region outside the body contour, in all MRI images.
Feature Extraction
Based on the approach proposed by Pauly et al., 48 in which twodimensional (2-D) LBP-like features were used for predicting organ bounding boxes in Dixon MR image sets, a 3-D rotation invariant version was implemented for this task. The 3-D version differs from 2-D version. The neighborhood voxels are not defined by a circular neighborhood but instead by a spherical one, which can be solved by the RILBP operator proposed by Fehr and Burkhardt. 49 To address MRI artifacts, we used multiderivate image modeling to extract features with different image models, and also used multiple spatial scales with fixed patch size to achieve the feature's multiradius level sensitivity as recommended previously. 41 For 3-D RILBP feature extraction, we used a cube with size of 3 × 3 × 3 mm and multiderivate image modeling in transverse plane are shown in Fig. 2 , where each feature map's voxel is constructed by central feature of feature vector of 3-D patch centered at that voxel's position.
Feature Selection
We denote F ¼ ffðx 1 Þ; fðx 2 Þ; : : : ; fðx n Þg as the extracted features of MR image patches centered at each position i, X ¼ fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n g is the set of CT voxels at each position Fig. 2 Example of 3-D RILBP feature maps. The (a1-a3) are the image sets including original MRI image, mean of MRI and standard division of MRI. The corresponding feature maps are in the (b1-b3), (c1-c3), and (d1-d3). In (b1-b3), a sphere with radius 3 mm and cubes of size 3 × 3 × 3 mm 3 were used. In (c1-c3), the sphere radius was 5 mm and cube size was 5 × 5 × 5 mm 3 . In (d1-d3), the sphere radius was 7 mm and cube size was 7 × 7 × 7 mm 3 . i. Recent studies [50] [51] [52] have shown the potential drawback of using extremely high-dimensional features for existing learning methods. One major concern is that high-dimensional training data may contain bias and redundant components, which could over fit the learning models and in turn affect the final learning robustness. To address this challenge, we propose a feature selection method using a logistic regression function, as feature selection can be regarded as a binary regression task with respect to each dimension of the original feature. 50, 51 Further, the goal of feature selection is to identify and group a small subset of the most informative features. Thus, our feature selection is accomplished by implementing the sparsity constraint in the logistic regression, i.e., minimizing the following LASSO energy loss function:
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where fðxÞ denotes the original feature, w is a sparse coefficient vector that denotes a binary coefficient, with nonzero denoting that the corresponding features are relevant to the anatomic classification, and zero denoting that the nonrelevant features are eliminated during the classifier learning process. b denotes the intercept scalar. lð·Þ is an anatomical binary labeling function. β i is a optimization scalar and μ is a regularization parameter. n denotes the number of voxel samples x j and m denotes the length of vector w. β is computed by discriminative power, i.e., Fisher's score 47 for each feature of feature vector. The optimization tries to punish the features that have smaller discriminative power, i.e., uninformative features are eliminated from training the learning-based model. To implement this punishment, β i is used to be divided by jw i j. The optimal solution of intercept scalar b and w i can be estimated by Nesterov's 53 method. Denoted as fsðxÞ, the informative features corresponding to the nonzero entries in w were selected, which have superior discriminatory power in distinguishing bone, air, and soft-tissues from each other. We defined fsðxÞ as the MRI patch's anatomic signature. Two-step feature selection was applied by first labeling air and nonair materials in first round and then labeling bone and soft-tissue in the second round. The air, soft-tissue, and bone labels, as shown in Fig. 3 , are roughly segmented by fuzzy C-means clustering method. Structures adjacent to both bone and air are difficult to accurately disambiguate in comparison with voxels of other regions. Therefore, more samples were drawn from the bone and air regions during the feature selection process. To balance the three regional samples, ratio parameters were used to control the ratio of the number of samples drawn from air, bone, and soft-tissue regions.
An example is given in Fig. 4 , in which (a) and (b) show training paired MRI and CT image with two types of samples. The samples of the bone region are indicated by red asterisk whereas those selected from soft-tissue regions are indicated by green circles. Figure 4 (c) shows a scattered plot of the samples corresponding to the randomly selected two features without feature selection, whereas Fig. 4(d) shows that of the samples corresponding to the two top-ranked features, which are evaluated by Fisher's score, 47 after feature selection. It can be seen with feature selection that bone regions can be distinguished from the soft tissues.
Pseudo Computed Tomography Synthesis
After preselecting the most informative feature as an anatomic signature, we propose a joint dictionary learning framework to handle the challenge of large-scale data training. The aim was to estimate the target CT intensity from a MRI in a patch, or a group of voxels, wise local self-similarity fashion using the joint dictionary learning and sparse representation technique. If a patch (with a size of 5 × 5 × 5 voxels) in the new arrival MR image is similar to a certain patch of training MR images, then the corresponding CT central voxel for these two MR patches were highly correlated. Each patch of the new arrival MRI image could identify several similar instances from the properly selected training MR patches via a sparse learning technique when the training data set is sufficient enough. Therefore, in this paper the correlation of MR anatomic signature and CT central voxels can be constructed by joint dictionary learning, which tracks the same sparse coefficients of both MR patches and CT intensities. To this end, the framework involves the training and predicting stages. In the training stage, the following two steps are used to efficiently learn the correlation between MR anatomic signature and CT central voxel within the selected similar templates.
1. We selected a small number of similar local training MR patches and their corresponding CT central voxels in distinctive regions as the dataset for our next training step.
2. For the small set of training data, the coupled dictionaries were adaptively trained to sparsely represent the MR anatomic signature and CT intensity by joint dictionary learning, where each dictionary column is initialized by MR signature and their corresponding CT intensities.
The prediction stage consists of the following two steps:
1. For each target MR patch, we extracted similar training MR patches and the corresponding coupled dictionary so that the target patch can be sparsely represented by the selected dictionary.
2. The target CT voxel was predicted by applying sparse reconstruction of training CT intensities dictionary (i.e., a linear combination of CT dictionary columns) using the previously obtained sparse coefficients.
Patch selection based on local similarity
Before constructing the coupled dictionary, patch selection is needed among all candidate MR patches to reduce the computational complexity and to enhance the prediction accuracy by excluding the irrelevant patches based on reasonable similar metrics. Specifically, the criterion for patch similarity is defined between two MRI patches I MR i and I MR j by a reflecting weight w ij , which can be computed by calculating distance between both CT intensity and MRI anatomic signature E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 6 3 ; 2 3 8 w ij ¼ exp½−ðkI MR
where S is the number of voxels in the target patch, β is a smoothing parameter, δ is the standard division of all the patches and features, and ρ denotes the balance parameter of the similarity between anatomic signature and image intensity. First, the new arrival MRI is normalized by mean and standard deviation. Then, the training set D i of the new MRI patch's central position i can be obtained by sorting the K-nearest patches within a specific searching region N k x ×k y ×k z ðiÞ E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 3 ; 6 3 ; 1 0 1 D i ¼ fðf MR j ;y MR j Þjj ∈ sortðw ij ; 0descend 0Þ ⊂ N k x ×k y ×k z ðiÞg;
where w ij reflecting the local similarities between new MRI patch I MR i and training MRI patch I MR j . w ij is utilized in our next step of joint dictionary learning. computed by local self-similarity in Eq. (2), where w i ¼ fw ij jj ∈ N k x ×k y ×k z ðiÞ \ figg. Then, each training MRI anatomic signature and its corresponding CT intensity can be sparsely represented by a pair of coupled D MR and D CT , respectively. Let A ¼ fα i ji ¼ 1;2; : : : ; ng denotes the set of sparse coefficients. Then the joint dictionary learning framework can be described as follows: E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 4 ; 3 2 6 ; 3 0 3 ðD MR ; D CT ; AÞ ¼ arg min
where τ is the regularization parameter of column sparse term, μ denotes the parameter of penalization, kAk 2;1 ¼ P n i¼1 kA i k 2 is the joint l 2;1 -norm, and A i is i'th row of the matrix A. Equation (4) can be solved by ADM method. 45 
Prediction
For each patch I new of a new arrival MRI patch, the sparse representation α new of a new arrival MRI patch anatomic signature under dictionary D MR can be calculated by a BP optimization 46 E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 5 ; 3 2 6 ; 1 2 8
where f PCT intensity by a linear combination of dictionary D
CT columns E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 6 ; 6 3 ;
Our proposed algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. The default parameter setting of Algorithm 1 is shown in Table 1 .
Experiments
Datasets and Quantitative Measurements
To test our prediction method, we applied the proposed method to 14 paired brain MR and CT images. All patients' MRI (1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 mm 3 ) and CT (1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 mm 3 ) data were acquired using a Siemens MR and CT scanner. To quantitatively characterize the prediction accuracy, we used three widely used metrics: mean absolute error (MAE), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), normalized cross correlation (NCC), and similarity index (SI) 54 for air, soft-tissue and bone regions. MAE is used to measure how close forecasts or predictions are to the actual outcomes. PSNR is an engineering term for the ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal and the power of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of its representation. NCC is a measure of similarity between two series as a function of the displacement of one relative to the other. SI has been used to evaluate the image quality of nonrigid image registration. The three metrics are defined as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 7 ; 3 2 6 ; 5 3 7 MAE ¼ jI CT − I PCT j∕C;
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 8 ; 3 2 6 ; 5 0 7 PSNR ¼ 10 log 10 Q
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 9 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 6 7 NCC ¼ 1 C X x;y;z ½I CT ðx; y; zÞ − μ CT ½I PCT ðx; y; zÞ − μ PCT σ CT σ PCT ;
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where I CT is the ground-truth CT image, I PCT is the corresponding PCT image, Q is the maximal intensity value of I CT and I PCT , and C is the number of voxels in the image. μ CT and μ PCT are the mean of CT and PCT image, respectively. σ CT and σ PCT are the standard deviation of CT and PCT image, respectively. A CT and A PCT denote the binary mask (air, softtissue, and bone) of CT and PCT image, respectively. We set intensity value < − 400 HU as air, >300 HU as bone, and the rest as soft-tissue. nfAg is the number of elements in set A.
In general, a better prediction has lower MAE, and higher PSNR, NCC, and SI values.
Parameter Setting
To compare the influence of multiple parameters within our proposed algorithm (shown in Table 1 ) we evaluated how variation of one parameter affects performance while fixing the other parameters to their default settings in Table 1 . Our parameter testing experiment was performed by testing one patient and training the other 13 patients. This was done by comparing the three metrics in Eqs. (7)- (9). We tested the regularization parameter μ of Eq. (1) over the range of 0.01 to 0.1 and fixed the other parameter as default settings in Table 1 . The performance was not sensitive around μ ¼ 0.05. The smoothing parameter β and balancing parameter ρ in Eq. (2) were empirically set to 1 and 0.5, respectively. These parameters were decided by their performance on our experiments. In Eq. (4), the parameters μ and τ were initialized by 1 and 0.5, in the Algorithm 1 Pseudo CT prediction using anatomic signature and joint dictionary learning.
1. For each training MR image patch I MR , extract the multiscale and multilevel 3-D RILBP feature f MR .
2. Use fuzzy C-means to segment each corresponding CT I CT into three labels that represent the CT values in the range of bone, soft-tissue and air.
3. For the coupled training MRI features and corresponding CT labels, apply LASSO logistic regression Eq. (1) to select the informative features as an anatomic signature.
4. Use Fisher's score 47 to measure the discriminant power of the anatomic signature to separate bone, air and soft-tissue, and normalize to ω such that P ω i ¼ 1. following iterations, these two parameters were updated by ADM as previously recommended. 45 We also fixed the patch size and tested different window sizes, and vice versa. As seen in Table 2 , the best MAE and NCC were obtained with a patch size of 5 × 5 × 5 mm 3 and a window size of 9 × 9 × 9 mm 3 ( Table 2 ). Figures 5(a1)-5(a3) show PSNR, MAE, and NCC metrics as a function of number of similar patches, whereas the other parameters are fixed as in default setting in Table 1 . From these curves, 23 similar patches are sufficient for a good prediction. However, since MAE was the highest priority metric that was optimized, the absolute change in PSNR from 23 to 25 similar patches holds less weight than MAE, which resulted in 25 similar patches being the most optimal number for prediction.
For each new arrival MRI image patch I MR
The number of selected features also influences the learning performance. If most features are eliminated by feature selection, the precision of PCT prediction may be diminished due to insufficient information. Conversely, if the majority of features are selected, uninformative data may also affect the accuracy of the proposed method. To measure the performance as determined by the number of selected features, we evaluated the PSNR, NCC, and MAE metrics as shown in Figs. 5(b1)-5(b3) , and fixed the other parameter as shown in Table 1 . One can observe that the optimal number of selected features is 63.
Contribution of Feature Selection and Joint Dictionary Learning
In Sec. 2, we introduced two enhancements over the classic feature-based method, i.e., feature selection and joint dictionary learning. Figure 6 shows detailed visual comparisons between classic feature-based (CF), feature selection-based (FS), and feature selection with jointly dictionary learning-based (FSJDL) methods. Table 3 quantifies the above observations using 14 pairs of MR-CT leave-one-out experiments. We can visually observe the result in Fig. 6 that the FSJDL method best preserves continuity, coalition, and smoothness in the prediction results. As prediction results between methods primarily differ in regions were bone is adjacent to air, visual results within such regions are shown in Figs. 6(b2)-6(d2) and 6(b5)-6(d5). Table 4 shows the consistent improvement in FS over the CF method, and the modest improvement of FSJDL over the FS and CF methods. The prediction estimated by FS is statistically superior to the CF method for MAE, NCC, and PSNR (t-test, p < 0.001). Table 2 The performance with different patch size and window size. Also, the prediction estimated by FSJDL is significantly superior to the FS method for MAE and NCC (p < 0.001).
Comparison of State-of-the-Art Dictionary Learning-Based Methods
We compared our method with two state-of-the-art dictionarybased approaches: an intensity-based method (Int) 42 and a fast patch-based method (FP). 43 The parameters used in these two methods were set based on their best performance. The prediction results are shown in Fig. 7 . The CT images generated by our method are similar to ground truth. Our method outperforms these two methods, specifically with higher similarity in shape and lower difference values. The Int method often results in blurred predictions due to simple averaging of the similar patches. Although the FP method works better than the Int method, its prediction remains noisy. Table 4 quantifies the superiority of our method over the other two in terms of MAE, PSNR, NCC, and SI. Our method's average MAE of 82.6 HU is significantly better than the 148.9 and 125.5 HU generated by the Int and the FP methods, respectively. Figure 8 shows the detailed prediction performance of the comparison method through histogram analyses of the entire leaveone-out template. It can be seen that for some patients, overall performance is inferior to that of others, presumably owing to lack of database diversity.
Discussion
In our study, we have presented a dictionary-learning-based method of estimating a PCT image from a standard MR image. We introduced an anatomic signature based on feature selection into a dictionary-learning-based method to improve the prediction accuracy of the resultant PCT. Local self-similarity was incorporated to address the challenge of large-scale training data training. Joint dictionary learning was applied to learn the coupled dictionary of MRI anatomic signatures and CT intensities. We evaluated the clinical application of our method on MR-CT brain datasets and compared its performance Table 4 . The PCT generated from FP method was superior compared with that generated with the CF method. Our results showed that the anatomic signature substantially improved the prediction accuracy, both qualitatively and quantitatively. It can be concluded that the use of anatomic signature identified by feature selection can diminish the influence of bias and redundant information contained by high-dimensional training data and preserve the informative and highly relevant features for prediction performance. FSJDL compared with the FS method validated the efficacy of the local self-similarity and joint dictionary learning framework. The FSJDL method was a significant improvement to FS method. Since the training was based on a small set of similar patches, a CT image could be predicted in about 2 h on 3.00 GHz Intel Xeon 8-core processor, compared to about 1 week required for competing methods in the same experimental environment. Thus, joint dictionary learning drastically reduces computation complexity.
Our method was substantially better than two state-of-the-art dictionary learning methods as evaluated by the local texture, edge and spatial information anatomical signature extraction, the discriminative feature selection, and the joint dictionary learning framework. As shown in Fig. 7 , our system could predict PCT images that are similar to ground-truth values and could effectively capture minute changes in electron densities. As shown in Table 4 and Fig. 8 , our proposed method significantly improved the performance of PCT. The MAE between our generated PCT and ground truth CT is <85 Hounsfield unit (HU). The previous work 14 has shown that an HU error on the order of ∼100 did not affect the dosimetric accuracy of intensity modulated radiation treatment planning based on PCT. This shows that PCT generated from MRI is a valid clinical application that can be applied to the current workflow of patient treatment planning.
Although we have proposed an accurate method for estimating PCTs derived from brain T1-weighted MR, this work still has several limitations. First, we did not apply this method to other body sites, such as abdomen and lung. For nonrigid structures, we will have to use a deformable MRI-CT registration to deal with the intrasubject mismatch between MRI and CT. Second, a dosimetric comparison between plans generated from the simulation CT and its corresponding predicted CT has not yet been explored. Third, we did not compare our algorithm with the other state-of-the-art machine-learning-based methods. The goals here are proving the efficiency of the feature selection in manufactural feature-based dictionary learning method, and improving the recent dictionary-learning-based methods for PCT estimation. Last, we tested our algorithm on 14 patients' brain; testing in a larger population can prove the robustness of our algorithm.
Conclusion
Here, we proposed anatomic signature and joint dictionary learning-based methods to improve the accuracy of pseudo CT prediction. The anatomic signature was generated by identifying the most informative and discriminative features within the 3-D RFLBP features extracted from multiradii level sensitivity and multiderivate image modeling-based MR images. The feature selection was implemented by LASSO and then the Fisher's score was adopted to evaluate the relevance of such feature anatomically and statistically. To feasibly implement the specific dictionary learning for each patch of an arriving new MRI, a bounded searching region with most similar neighbors was obtained by computing the local self-similarity. Then, a joint dictionary learning method was incorporated to simultaneously train the sparse representation coupled MRI and CT dictionaries of either MRI anatomic signature or CT intensities. Afterward, the sparse coefficients of new MRI patch signature were optimized by BP methods under the well-trained MRI dictionary. Finally, we used these coefficients to reconstruct the pseudo CT intensity under the well-trained CT dictionary. Experimental results showed that our method can accurately predict pseudo CT images in various scenarios, even in the context of large shape variation, and outperforms two state-of-theart dictionary-learning-based methods.
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